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8 of 8 review helpful Wellness piece by piece a godsend By Connie J Key I have been on a journey to uncover the 
secrets behind my chronic illness for many years and it wasn t until I discovered Pat Sullivan s book Wellness Piece 
by Piece that things started to make sense for me I have read just about everything there is out there regarding 
fibromyalgia chronic fatigue and chronic illness but I never felt like is was h In Wellness Piece by Piece Pat Sullivan 
openly discusses his own 30 year struggle with chronic illnesses Though he is not a doctor Sullivan has become an 
expert on many chronic illnesses in his search for answers Writing from the layman s perspective Sullivan skillfully 
blends science research and personal experience More than 125 million Americans suffer with chronic illness and at 
least half of those suffer from multiple chronic illnesses Wit the greatest teacher is experience This is especially true in 
the case of those suffering from chronic undiagnosed disorders Dr Russel Blaylock Pat Sullivan has mastered the 
concept of the integrated medical model Margar 
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